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LEARNING THROUGH PLAY AT GALERIA KATOWICKA’S INTERACTIVE
EXHIBITION
Newton’s cradle, the Sun, planets, structures with voices from the Universe, X-ray jigsaw puzzles with a human
skeleton, experiments that make all hair stand, and house mock-ups with movable elements showing energysaving methods – over 50 interactive exhibits in a single location in the Upper-Silesian capital. Galeria
Katowicka invites everyone to see an exhibition of EUGENIUSZ Science and Fun Center, which perfectly
combines education and entertainment. The exhibition is open from March 7 until the end of April.
“Anyone who visits the exhibition prepared by EUGENIUSZ Science and Fun Center at Galeria Katowicka will get
a chance to experiment, discover the secrets of science and simply have fun. Guests can touch, try and examine
all exhibits. This smart form of entertainment is perfect for families with kids and school groups. It is a great
opportunity to see that science can be a fascinating adventure,” says Dawid Prymas, Marketing and PR Director
at Galeria Katowicka.
The exhibition arranged by EUGENIUSZ Science and Fun Center covers over 50 interactive exhibits in several
theme zones. The PHYSICS ZONE has the Newton’s cradle, a giant blower, a bicycle generator and animation
movies. The COSMIC BREATH ZONE features 9 structures presenting the Sun and planets. Visitors can find out
what kind of sounds each of them produces.
The ECO-HOUSE Zone includes four structures with movable elements presenting ways to save energy at home
(in the kitchen, living room and bathroom) and at work. There are also five houses with various tasks and games
related to eco-friendliness. The ILLUSION ZONE boasts a circle of confusion, a giant kaleidoscope, mirror writing
and other kinds of illusion. When visiting the ANATOMY ZONE, guests will find anatomical models which make it
easy to learn about the human body structure, and see the inside of a heart, eye, brain and lungs. They can also
solve X-ray jigsaw puzzles.
The SCIENTIFIC FUN ZONE offers a dexterity game, a transparent wall for painting and logic games. The FUN ZONE
for youngest kids is equipped with educational toys, cogwheel-shaped blocks with optical illusion, dexterity
games and others.
The exhibition is available from March 7 until the end of April, Monday through Friday, from 9am to 6pm, and
until 7pm at weekends. A single visit will take at least 60-90 minutes.
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Regular tickets cost PLN 16 and the reduced fare is PLN 14. Upon presenting a receipt from any store in Galeria
Katowicka, whose value is at least PLN 100, a customer will get a 30% discount. There are also tickets for groups,
which include services of a guide who will present knowledge in a manner that is adjusted to the children’s needs.
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Galeria Katowicka is a unique retail and transport center located in downtown Katowice. Its retail space of 47,000
m2 hosts over 250 units. Galeria Katowicka attracts more than a million consumers each month. Customers can
leave their vehicles at a two-level underground car park with 1,200 spaces. The mall offers direct access to a
railway station and an underground public bus terminal. It has a Multikino cinema with 10 screening rooms, incl.
an ultra-modern “Xtreme” room equipped with Dolby Atmos sound system. Galeria Katowicka was opened on
September 18, 2013.
Galeria Katowicka’s owner is Meyer Bergman, an investment management company operating in the real
property sector. On behalf of global investors, it runs three closed-end funds with assets worth a total of c. EUR
3bn. Apsys Poland manages Galeria Katowicka, overseeing daily operations and leasing.
Visit our website www.galeriakatowicka.eu
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About Meyer Bergman
Meyer Bergman is a privately held real estate investment management firm headquartered in London. The
firm was established in 2004 from the core investment management platform of its predecessor, MAB
Group, which had a successful track record of developing over 3 million sqm of real estate worth over €7.5
billion across Europe. Meyer Bergman advises three closed-ended, value-add real estate funds with a total of
approximately €4 billion of assets on behalf of global institutional investors including leading pension fund,
sovereign wealth funds, endowments, and asset managers.
Meyer Bergman focuses on a retail led investment strategy, targeting well locate assets in gateway cities across
Europe that provide value creation opportunities and are attractive to institutional investors and expanding
retailers. Target markets include the UK, Germany, France, the Nordic Region, Poland, and Czech Republic.
Typical transaction size is between €25m to €200m involving under-managed or under-utilised retail properties
sourced off-market through its extensive network. Assets are managed actively to deliver attractive risk-adjusted
returns to its investors.
Further information: www.meyerbergman.com

